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Consensus versus Concreteness: Tensions in Designing for Scale

Abstract

Substantial research on reform implementation highlights numerous challenges to implementing innovations at scale with depth and sustainability, yet new reforms continue to encounter many of the same challenges. This has led to calls for researchers to work in partnership with practitioners to design, implement, and scale educational innovations. While these approaches hold promise, little is known about the internal operations of these improvement approaches and the experiences of their participants. Through a case study of a research-practice partnership that uses a continuous improvement approach to design and development, this paper explores how the collaborative design process shaped the resulting innovation design. The data come from observations of design team meetings, member feedback forms, and interviews. The findings highlight tensions between achieving the necessary concreteness in the design through a process that valued collaboration and consensus. The paper has implications for researchers and practitioners who want to use continuous improvement processes to scale and sustain educational improvements.
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Extensive research on school reform implementation has consistently identified the challenges of scaling educational innovations (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Datnow, Hubbard, and Mehan 2002; Glennan et al. 2004; Stringfield and Datnow 1998), yet, new reform efforts continue to encounter many of the same challenges (Payne 2008). Recent scholarship on the relationship between research and practice suggests traditional approaches do not adequately address the reality of practitioner needs or lead to interventions that can be implemented and scaled with depth and sustainability (Bryk, Gomez, and Grunow 2011; Coburn et al. 2010). The emergence of design-based implementation research, improvement science, and networked improvement communities reflects this need for researchers to work in partnership with practitioners and other stakeholders to design, implement, and scale educational innovations (Bryk et al. 2015; Penuel et al. 2011; Tett, Crowther, and O’Hara 2003). These improvement approaches are likely to increase as funders increasingly incorporate requirements for networked-based approaches to improvement and research-practice partnerships (Cohen-Vogel et al. 2015; Coburn, Penuel, and Geil 2013; Sawchuk 2017). While the particulars of network and partnership-based approaches to school improvement may differ, they are united in a recognition that achieving success at scale is more than the identification of effective practices but also the ways in which the practices are implemented at the local level (Penuel et al. 2011).

The rise in networked approaches to improvement reflects a shift in the scaling up scholarship, moving away from focusing on the faithful implementation of a proven program in diverse contexts and towards a focus on sustained improvement in educational outcomes (Cannata and Rutledge 2017; Sabelli and Harris 2015). Leading scholars of school reform have
suggested we abandon the traditional approach of identifying a program that has rigorous evidence of impact on student outcomes and replicate it in other schools (Elmore 2016; Fullan 2016). Indeed, achieving improvement at scale has been compared to social movements where reform advances “through non-hierarchical networks that include educators both at the grassroots and in leadership positions” (Rincón-Gallardo and Elmore 2012; Niesz and Ryan 2018). Networked-based approaches have seen success in locales as diverse as Ontario, Long Beach, Mexico, and India (Rincón-Gallardo and Elmore 2012; Niesz and Ryan 2018; Gallagher, Malloy, and Ryerson 2016; Zavadsky 2016). Case studies of school systems that have experienced sustained improvements found that local ownership, teacher involvement, and continuous improvement were critical to their success (Fullan 2016).

While partnership or networked-based approaches to improvement hold promise, we know little about the internal operations of these approaches, leading to calls for more research on how engaging in co-design process in a partnership shapes the subsequent implementation and scaling of a reform initiative (Coburn and Penuel 2016). In particular, we do not know how do these types of approaches balance the need for both local ownership and specificity of the design. Research has long recognized the need for local ownership of reform and the ability of educators to adapt innovations to their context (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Datnow and Park 2009; McLaughlin 1987). At the same time, challenges exist when major decisions about the focus and content of the reform is left to local decision-makers (Cohen et al. 2013; Nunnery 1998; Watson and Michael 2016). In short, we know little about how to balance the appropriate amount of local adaptation.

This paper is a case study of a networked improvement community that sought to balance the development and implementation of a scalable, district-wide innovation with school-level
adaptation. By examining the development of an innovation focused on building student ownership and responsibility, this paper sheds light on the tension between developing a well-specified innovation and attending to the context of individual schools that are implementing it. Our work contributes to the literature on research-practice partnerships and network-based school improvement by exploring the complexities of local adaptation and the delicate balance of consensus and specificity in a networked improvement community. Moreover, our work highlights the enduring dilemma of creating an environment to foster innovation and local ownership while also maintaining integrity to a shared theory of change. The paper begins by reviewing the literature on networked improvement communities and reform design and implementation, highlighting how four design factors shape subsequent implementation. Second, we provide a brief overview of the research-practice partnership in which the current work is situated. Third, we describe the data that served as the evidence for constructing this case study. In reporting the findings, we first provide explicit examples of the design process and then use these examples to illustrate themes that cut across these factors. We end with a discussion of implications for practice and future research on reform development.

**Theoretical framework**

**Networked Improvement Communities**

Networked Improvement Communities (NICs), which have origins in improvement science, work to mobilize collective knowledge-building around complex problems and potential solutions, with various partners each contributing different forms of expertise (Bryk, Gomez, and Grunow 2011; LeMahieu et al. 2017; Russell et al. 2017). NICs form around a specified problem of practice, use common tools or routines in their work, and emphasize shared learning and collective improvement (Cannata, Cohen-Vogel, and Sorum 2017). By bringing together a
“diverse colleagueship of expertise,” NICs are intended to “enhance the efficacy of individual efforts, align those efforts and increase the likelihood that a collection of such actions might accumulate towards efficacious solutions” (Bryk, Gomez, and Grunow 2011, 5). While NICs in education are relatively new, they build off continuous improvement efforts in other industries (Engelbart 1992; LeMahieu et al. 2017).

NICs are both design communities and learning communities that engaged in research and development while also arranging human resources and knowledge-based tools to organize improvement work (Bryk, Gomez, and Grunow 2011). A common protocol of inquiry, such as Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles (PDSA), helps to provide a common language and system of measurement that facilitates a disciplined improvement approach (Bryk, Gomez, and Grunow 2011; LeMahieu et al. 2017). Core to NICs’ appeal is that it is perceived as a way to address the challenges inherent in designing, implementing, and scaling up interventions. These include lack of teacher buy-in (Glennan et al. 2004; Nunnery 1998), inadequate attention to the organizational context in which practices are to be implemented (Bodilly et al. 2004), and conflicts with existing district programs (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Sanders 2014; Stringfield and Datnow 1998). By involving educators in the design of change ideas specific to their context, while working in a network to accelerate learning, NICs are expected to support the successful scaling of improvement initiatives that allow for adaptation to local context.

Involving local actors in developing reforms for their context has been intentionally included in some reforms (Rowan et al. 2009), probably because lack of attention to context has been a key stumbling block (Datnow and Park 2009; Supovitz 2008). Further, local adaptation becomes inevitable as reform designs are not enough in and of themselves to successfully reform schools and improve student performance (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002). This attention to
local context is particularly important for achieving scale as innovations must be able to fit with contexts that vary greatly in organizational structure, buy-in, capacity, and funding while coping with change, promoting ownership, building capacity, and enable effective decision-making (Cohen et al. 2013; Dede and Honan 2005; Peurach and Glazer 2012; Tett, Crowther, and O’Hara 2003).

At the same time, allowing too much local development has drawbacks. First, reforms are most effectively implemented and have larger impacts on student learning when they have a well-specified design (Cohen et al. 2013; Rowan et al. 2009). Second, to successfully implement a reform, educators need sufficient training on what is expected of them; the greater the access to technical expertise, the easier it is for educators to understand what they should be doing (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Desimone 2002). Furthermore, improvement efforts that intentionally build in local adaptation require capacities such as time, expertise, and collaborative ability that teachers may not have, particularly in low-performing schools (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Cohen et al. 2013; Datnow et al. 1998).

In sum, successful improvement efforts must balance fostering local adaptation and ownership of change with maintaining integrity to core elements of the improvement effort. This is especially meaningful in networked approaches to improvement where researchers, practitioners, and other stakeholders all play critical roles in the adaptation and implementation of a co-created reform (Cannata, Redding, and Nguyen in press; Coburn and Penuel 2016). Parsing the research on the opportunities and challenges with local development of reforms suggest that network leaders need to negotiate how to provide the necessary specificity and support while providing room for alignment with local context and a sense of ownership (Cohen
and Ball 1999). To address this, we turn to design factors that can facilitate or hinder the complex task of balancing specificity and local adaptation.

**Design factors that shape adaptation and implementation**

Shiffman and colleagues (2008) identify four design factors that shape how reforms are subsequently adapted and implemented: design emphasis, innovation complexity, implementation supports, and innovation engagement. These design factors are important because, regardless of how the reform ideas are developed, empirical research demonstrates that these features influence whether the ideas lead to deep change in practice (Shiffman et al. 2008). Below, we discuss how each factor contributes to reform adaptation and implementation.

The design emphasis factor focuses on what constitutes the major elements of the design, such as the features that are considered most central to the reform, whether there is a reliance on a particular organizational structure, and how the core features are sequenced (Shiffman et al. 2008). Design emphasis provides the overall picture of where and how the reform practices are intended to take place. The specificity of these practices is important as more specific practices provide more guidance for implementation (Desimone 2002). Reforms are most effectively implemented and have larger impacts on student learning when they have a well-specified design with clear routines for educator behavior (Cannata, Redding, and Nguyen in press; Cohen et al. 2013; Rowan et al. 2009). For reforms to succeed, there needs to be clarity in the major elements and what is expected from teachers and administrators (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Desimone 2002). The ability of network-based approaches to provide clarity and specificity around the major features of the reform design, then, are important for improving student outcomes.
The second design factor focuses on the complexity of the innovation, which highlights the difficulty local actors encounter while enacting the design (Shiffman et al. 2008). The more complex the design, the more local actors will experience challenges in making sense of the reform practices and implementing them in practice (Supovitz 2008). This complexity can be disaggregated into two components: level of abstraction and technical difficulty. Similar to design emphasis, if the design is too abstract, it will not provide the necessary specificity for local actors to translate them from ideas into actions (Desimone 2002; Nunnery 1998). The technical difficulty focuses on the level of skills, and thus amount of teacher learning, required to effectively enact a design component (Desimone 2002). The greater the degree of complexity in either component, the greater the difficulty practitioners will experience with implementation.

Network-based approaches to improvement at scale, with their focus on how systems influence individual behavior (Bryk et al. 2015) can appear more complex. However, they use a combination of a shared theory of change (i.e., a driver diagram in the context of NICs) and specific change ideas to reduce the level of abstraction while helping educators see how specific change ideas are nested within the larger system (LeMahieu et al. 2017; Russell et al. 2017).

The third design factor focuses on the implementation supports available to local actors, which may include professional development, classroom-based assistance, modeling of practices, example materials, and common planning time (Bodilly 1996; Desimone 2002; Nunnery 1998; Shiffman et al. 2008). Establishing networks of support where teachers have frequent and deep connections to reform expertise and learning opportunities embedded in daily practice fosters sustainability and teacher commitment to reform practices (Camburn 2010; Coburn et al. 2012). The specificity of implementation supports is an important part of network-based improvement.
approaches, as the process of implementation is itself tested and iterated upon (LeMahieu et al. 2017; Fishman et al. 2013).

The final design factor is innovation engagement, which focuses on how the innovation builds commitment and engagement in local actors (Shiffman et al. 2008). Teacher commitment and buy-in to the reform is critical to successful implementation and scale (Glennan et al. 2004). One way of engaging local actors in a reform is to have them self-select into the reform or help to co-construct the innovation, perhaps through participative decision-making about the reform (Camburn 2010; Devos, Tuytens, and Hulpia 2014). Other ways to engage local actors is to alter their work in meaningful ways, relate the reform practices to shared problems, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the reform (Shiffman et al. 2008). This process of engagement, with a focus on developing reform ideas that are user-centered and relevant to improving the everyday work of educators and informed by the knowledge of a diverse set of stakeholders, is a core principle of network-based improvement approaches (Bryk et al. 2015).

This paper provides a case study of a single NIC to bring effective practices to scale within a large district, guided by the following questions around the design factors: How did the innovation’s core design emphasis develop? How was the innovation’s complexity addressed? In what ways were the implementation supports discussed as part of the design process? How did the process engage both members of the design teams and teachers in the school? The approach was designed specifically to address past challenges in scaling effective practices and uses elements of design-based implementation research and implementation science (Bryk et al., 2015; Fishman et al., 2013). As policy implementation research shifts to have development and ongoing implementation become joint work of researchers and practitioners (Cohen-Vogel et al. 2015), this paper offers insight into the daily work of network-based improvement approaches.
and how these new forms of educational improvement work enact and balance innovation design and development (Rosing, Frese, and Bausch 2011).

**Context**

The NIC described here established three key features to build buy-in among local implementers and ensure alignment with district and school contexts: 1) The design effort was based on research conducted in the district to identify effective practices, 2) The process used a continuous improvement approach with iterative cycles to build knowledge for design and implementation, and 3) Practices were co-developed by researchers and practitioners serving on district and school design teams (Cohen-Vogel et al. 2016). The work began in 2011-12 with an intensive study of district high schools to identify programs, practices, and processes that differentiated the higher and lower performing high schools. The findings from this initial research established the “design challenge” of developing Student Ownership And Responsibility (SOAR) that became the focus of subsequent work (Cannata, Smith, and Taylor Haynes 2017). SOAR included (a) changing students’ beliefs and mindsets to increase self-efficacy and (b) engaging students to do challenging academic work. The design process described below ultimately settled on two core strategies: developing growth mindsets and problem-solving skills in students.

A District Innovation Design Team (DIDT) was established and charged with developing an innovation that would be implemented in three high schools (known as innovation schools). The DIDT had 23 members, including two to three representatives from each innovation school, representatives from six other high schools, five representatives from the district central office, three university-based researchers, and a coordinator who served as a liaison between the external personnel and the district. The DIDT was facilitated by an external organization. Over
seven months, the DIDT met monthly for two days to learn about the design challenge, conduct needs analysis, and develop an innovation prototype. We refer to this phase, which took place from February to August 2013, as Phase 1. In Phase 2, School Innovation Design Teams (SIDTs) were established in each of the innovation schools and consisted of six to eight individuals, nearly all of whom were teachers. SIDTs were charged with taking the innovation prototype that the DIDT developed and engaging in further development, testing, and adaptation to their school, as well as planning for full implementation. During the 2013-14 school year, the DIDT/SIDT had twelve full-day meetings, four webinars, and two after school meetings. At the conclusion of the two phases described in this paper, schools were expected to begin full implementation (in the 2014-15 school year).

During both phases, the activities were divided into those that were intended to build capacity in members and those intended to make decisions related to the innovation design. We focus here on seven activities that were specifically focused on the innovation design:

- The introduction of five practices that the research team identified as having evidence of improving SOAR-related outcomes (Phase 1, session 3).
- After four sessions of needs analysis and brainstorming, the initial attempt to formalize the core strategies that comprise the SOAR innovation (Phase 1, session 5).
- The first attempt at revising the SOAR core strategies (Phase 1, session 6).
- The review of a growth mindset lesson for students (Phase 2, session 2).
- An initial discussion of research about problem-solving processes (Phase 2, session 2).
- After piloting growth mindset and problem-solving lessons, several school-based implementation planning activities across multiple sessions. Between these sessions, SIDTs
were expected to use continuous improvement processes to test individual practices on a small scale before including them in their implementation plan (Phase 2, sessions 8 and 9).

A senior district leader attended nearly all sessions for a short period of time but did not participate as a full DIDT member. He guided the work by participating in periodic meetings with the researchers and facilitators about how the work was progressing; voicing his support for the collaborative, bottom-up design process; and encouraging principals to have their schools participate. The innovation schools were selected through negotiation between the researchers, senior district leader, and principals, on the basis of two criteria: value-added scores placed them in the bottom half of high schools in the district and a sense that school conditions would allow for a collaborative design process to be successful. Table 1 provides descriptive information on the innovation schools and the composition of their SIDTs. All schools had experienced some success with recent improvement efforts, although the nature of those efforts varied. DIDT representation from the innovation schools was selected by the principal. DIDT members from the central office and other high schools were selected through negotiation between the deputy superintendent, facilitators, and principals in non-innovation schools.

The authors (along with other researchers) were both participants and observers of this design process. The lead author served on the DIDT along with two other researchers. The research team also contributed expertise in several ways throughout the partnership, some of which placed researchers as prominent participants in the process. For example, the lead author led several activities and gave presentations that served to define SOAR and its core elements for the design teams. Researchers also provided training on how to engage in the continuous improvement cycle, modeled how to interpret data, and led activities on growth mindset and problem-solving. Other ways in which the researchers shaped the design process were less
visible to design team members. For example, researchers conducted a scan of existing research to identify programs related to SOAR that had evidence of effectiveness and brought in curricular materials related to growth mindset interventions. While these were important contributions, the activities that introduced these materials were led by the facilitators. At the end of every session, all researchers who attended that session prepared a reflection form that was shared with the facilitators. Researchers also engaged in discussion with the facilitators about subsequent design team activities in biweekly meetings. Thus, the researchers were clearly in a position of power within the design team. At the same time, the use of an external organization to serve as facilitator moderated that power.

**Data and methods**

In addition to the three researchers who served on the DIDT, other project researchers attended all design sessions to take fieldnotes, audio record session discussions, and collect artifacts. The reflection form completed by researchers after each session served as additional fieldnotes. Interviews were conducted with participants at several points in the process. Facilitators were interviewed twice in each phase and DIDT members were interviewed at the end of both phases. A random sample of SIDT members was interviewed at the end of Phase 2. In total, there were 174 hours of audio files, 42 fieldnote logs, 556 artifacts distributed or produced during meetings, 57 meeting minutes, 13 sets of participant feedback forms, and 44 interview transcripts that were collected and analyzed.

Following data collection, the research team conducted an in-depth reconstruction of the DIDT/SIDT process. First, we engaged in a process of data reduction with the audio recordings. Audio data were not transcribed in their entirety due to their length and complexity. Instead, researchers listened to each recording and utilized reflection forms to partially transcribe and
synthesize data falling within our analytic framework. This framework includes: attitudes and engagement; delivery of learning about design challenge and implementation; participant understanding of design challenge and implementation; the extent to which the design process adhered to principles of good design; participant perceptions of the final design; and key points to understand the process that emerged through initial data analysis (see Table 2 for additional detail on the coding framework). Second, all data were systematically analyzed through directed content analysis (Patton 2002), according to this framework. The research team built reliability by simultaneously coding an initial set of documents, consisting of examples of each type of data collected. The team then met to discuss areas of misconception, and to gauge inter-rater reliability. These meetings continued for the duration of the coding and memo writing process.

Third, after this initial reliability-building period, coders engaged in cycles of coding, memo writing and discussion for each session. Researchers were assigned to code all data associated with a particular day-long session and write a memo that synthesizes the evidence for that session around the analytic framework. Fourth, working with the comprehensive session memos, feedback form data, interviews, and meeting minutes, researchers synthesized the data within a single component of the framework (i.e., participant understanding of the design challenge). This process resulted in the production of a summary memo for each phase.

Through this first analytic process, several key themes about the relationship between collaboration and consensus-building, the role of local adaptation, and developing required specificity emerged. We recognized that the framework of design features by Shiffman and colleagues (2008) could help to explain these themes. A second coding and analytic process was used to focus the analysis around the four design factors (design emphasis, complexity, innovation engagement, and implementation support and the three emergent themes of
collaboration, local adaptation, and specificity). In this process, two researchers coded the comprehensive session memos and summary memos that were produced in the prior analytic process, as well as two documents that described the core features of the design. The two researchers engaged in a similar reliability process as the one described above to ensure they were applying the coding framework similarly. Then, we summarized the evidence under each code to draw out the main themes as described below.

**Findings**

The evidence converges on three main challenges in the design process. These challenges point to inherent dilemmas in maximizing all the design factors as they sometimes conflicted with each other: (1) Members were most engaged when the work was very concrete and deemed feasible in a particular context; (2) Efforts to develop more specificity in the design emphasis were limited by efforts to engage educators in a collaborative process where they had ownership over key design decisions; and (3) The abstractness of the emerging innovation led to difficulties in establishing a shared deep understanding of each core component of the innovation. Finally, the ability of school teams to productively resolve these dilemmas were related to the existing capacity of the school. We first describe the process longitudinally to aid understanding of the process itself, and then draw out these themes using examples from the process.

**Phase 1: Deciding on the core components**

The first two sessions of Phase 1 focused on community building, understanding the initial research that identified SOAR as the design challenge, and introduction to the work. The first activity that focused explicitly on designing the innovation occurred in Session 3; this activity highlights the role of contextually specific implementation supports in the team’s work. During this session, five research-based practices were introduced to the DIDT. The practices
included: an evidence-based model of student engagement; growth mindsets; blended learning; project-based learning; and student feedback processes for self-regulating learning. These practices were selected by the research team based on a review of prior research and conceptual linkage to SOAR. The DIDT was divided into five groups, with each group engaging in a discussion around a short reading about the practice. Then, each group shared what they discussed with the full DIDT.

In two of the groups, members displayed negative attitudes about the practice, citing lack of alignment to district practices or other potential implementation supports. In a discussion of blended learning, the group cited several problems with the district’s experience of online credit recovery and a member from Wheatley said, “my immediate reaction is that this is a tool or structure that could be put in place, but I’m not seeing how this is going to happen….We have Plato and they are still struggling.” An at-large member added, “we had to restructure [Plato] because it didn’t work without daily monitoring from the teacher. Some students can handle it, but many need a lot more from the teacher.” Similarly, in the group on project-based learning, members focused on challenges of implementation given the district curriculum frameworks, with a member from Cervantes saying, “The research shows that it works, but you are leaving it up to innovative, individual pockets, but that’s because he’s going off the curriculum. If a [district] learning specialist comes in, they’re coming to see the curriculum.” With this perception that the programs would not have adequate implementation supports in the context of their district, both groups ultimately disengaged from further discussion of their assigned practices.

In contrast, the growth mindset group remained consistently engaged and focused on concrete ways to build growth mindsets in students. For example, an at-large member
summarized their conversation by saying, “we really like the idea of scripted conversations so that everyone is hearing the same thing, and having that conversation surrounded around effort. We see it as linked to SOAR through the belief that, ‘through effort, I will grow.’” A Wheatley member focused on adapting techniques that are already common practice to reinforce ideas about growth mindset, “we all do exit tickets; what if there was an exit ticket after every class, what was the best mistake of the day?” In this way, growth mindset became a concrete idea that was feasible to implement in small ways within their current context, in ways that blended learning or project-based learning were not. In the feedback forms at the end of this session, members were asked an open-ended question about what practices they were most interested in including in the innovation. Of the 21 responses, 12 wrote they wanted to include something related to growth mindset. The next highest practice, mentioned by four people, was AVID, which was an existing district program that was not introduced by the facilitators or researchers but repeatedly mentioned by members as relevant to SOAR. In regards to the design factors, this activity suggested that members began to emphasize particular elements in the design due to perceived availability or alignment with particular implementation supports in their context.

In the remainder of this session and in the next one, this discussion of how specific practices would work in their district and meet the needs identified around SOAR continued. By the fifth session of Phase 1, the DIDT had identified a number of ideas and practices for potential inclusion in the innovation. With the school year coming to a close, the task in Session 5 was to formalize the content of the design, making decisions about which practices should be emphasized in the innovation design and how they build into a coherent improvement approach. This activity thus provided key evidence about how the innovation came to have a particular design emphasis. Working with a consensus-building process, only ideas that had consensus
would be included in the innovation; ideas for which there was no consensus were discussed or revised until all concerns were addressed. Two recurring concerns were raised throughout this activity: what to do about ideas they saw as important but were considered not feasible for next year, and how much specificity the design will have for schools.

First, several members expressed a desire for a dedicated time, such as an advisory period, as a key implementation support for the innovation. A member from Wheatley countered that, since school bell schedules had already been finalized, “this is a constraint that can’t be altered next year.” This led to an extended discussion of how to handle aspects of the design that members did not want to disappear altogether but for which there would not be the necessary supports for implementation in the next year. One member from Walker said, with others agreeing, “if we vote against them now, they will never be revisited.” An at-large member summarized these sentiments, saying “My concern is that if it is not listed somewhere, it will never happen.” Despite these concerns, the pressure to make a decision about specific practices to test in the coming year led them to focus on what was feasible to implement now. A dedicated time would not appear in design discussions again until the end of the next year when one school included it in their implementation plan.

The second recurring concern was the degree of specificity the design needed to have. Many members were concerned that the emerging design emphasis was too abstract and not specific enough. Using a consensus process, facilitators narrowed ideas to the “what” around which they could obtain consensus, leaving points of disagreement as the “how” to be decided later. Members disagreed about the appropriateness of the distinction between “what” and “how.” Some members felt as if there should be more detail and that “all details are being hollowed out” of what they have designed. They argued that keeping the design more abstract
made it more difficult to build teacher engagement around it. One member from Cervantes said: “Our effectiveness as an SIDT is predicated on having something to work with” and a member from Wheatley added, “we need to design with enough specificity for teachers.” Other members were concerned that they would face more challenges engaging teachers if the design was too specific. An at-large member had a counter view and said “we’re not going to get buy-in if we constrain this too much.” Later in the conversation when talking about student engagement, a Wheatley member said, “This is more ‘how’…. This is how you engage students. There is no way we can get around how.” Ultimately, the agreed upon design included broad statements such as “Teachers’ share examples of global and community real world connections to content-based activities related to SOAR skills” although the structures by which that sharing would take place or the definition of SOAR skills was not defined.

In the feedback forms at the end of the session, multiple members expressed frustration over this lack of specificity and its implication for their ability to engage teachers. One member wrote,

I think that it’s necessary that we first finish up what the plan is...I can’t be confused about what the plan is or unclear of what the plan is if it’s my responsibility to teach others and bring others in on said plan.

In interviews, DIDT members reflected on this activity and several noted that while they felt positive about the innovation, they thought there needed to be more details for implementation. When asked about whether the innovation met the needs of the innovation schools, one DIDT member described how the facilitators appeared to intentionally keep the discussion at a more abstract level:

We have problem-solving which is just sort of a brutally wide area.... There's a line between prototype and implementation. There's this, okay, we're, like we'll be having a conversation, and we'll be directed to stop the conversation because we're getting too far into implementation.
This member, like others, noted the lack of concreteness of the innovation suggesting that while members agreed with the emerging design, they were agreeing to a rather abstract statement about what the work in schools would actually entail.

This lack of concreteness and disagreement over the appropriate amount of specificity continued as the work shifted into Phase 2. The final session of Phase 1 began by DIDT members reviewing the description of the innovation that came out of their consensus process as they planned how to introduce it to the new SIDT members the following day. At this point, the innovation consisted of broad statements grouped into four components around growth mindsets, problem-solving, goal-setting, and self-monitoring. The discussion focused around two issues.

First, within these broad components, how consistent do the three schools need to be? Members wanted to engage SIDTs in the design process as a way to foster their engagement with SOAR, yet recognized that could mean school practices would diverge from each other. For example, one at-large member asked, “How might we deal with SIDT members that tell us we ought to do this or ought to do that, how consistent do we have to be?” Several members echoed this concern. A researcher responded, “we want something that is similar enough that everyone can benefit from the conversation” about specific school-level adaptations. A member from Walker says, “there needs to be a core ‘it’ to go district-wide.”

The second concern raised was about the amount of time to teach lessons around the four SOAR components. The sense of time quickly became a constraint on what they could do. One Wheatley member said, “I believe we will only get 30 to 40 minutes of time every six weeks” to implement in classrooms. A Cervantes member responded, “30 minutes is not enough time to explain goal-setting, problem-solving, self-monitoring.” Another Cervantes member suggested that “this is too broad, we need more specificity.” A Walker member pointed out that time
constraints differ between the schools, so they shouldn’t focus so much on what is happening in a 30-minute block of time. Another member continued to express concern that “if it is vague or not immediately classroom ready, the SIDT at different schools will struggle to get these specific pieces in place.”

Ultimately, a facilitator suggested they make the innovation seem less overwhelming given time constraints by prioritizing two of the four components. With all members quickly agreeing that growth mindset was foundational and self-monitoring did not make sense without the others, the discussion focused on whether to prioritize goal-setting or problem-solving. There was a heated debate about these components, revealing that members’ concerns that the innovation was overwhelming for SIDT members may be less about the number of components and more about the unresolved abstractness and level of complexity in their ideas. One Walker member argued they should begin with goal-setting by saying, “I don’t problem-solve just to problem-solve, I problem-solve to attain a goal.” A Cervantes member countered by suggesting a lack of problem-solving skills was a bigger obstacle for students, “problem-solving is the method they use to achieve it…they don’t know the steps to get them there, or if they fail a step they don’t know how to rebound.” The discussion uncovered a good deal of ambiguity about what a focus on goal-setting or problem-setting meant. For example, an at-large member asked “Is goal-setting content-specific or universal?” Another at-large member wondered why they could not “just collapse goal-setting into problem-solving?”

At the facilitator’s suggestion, the team took a vote on whether to prioritize problem-solving or goal-setting. Yet, there was pushback about this suggestion, with a member saying, “I can’t make a logical vote since these things aren’t clarified enough yet.” With a vote of 8 to 7, problem-solving and growth mindset became the two main components of the innovation’s
design emphasis. The uncertainty felt by DIDT members after this decision was evident in their response to attempts by the facilitators to achieve a positive tone in the meeting. One facilitator suggested they clap after deciding on problem-solving to mark this occasion, but no one did. The discussion following the vote indicated members did not share a deep understanding of what it meant to implement growth mindset and problem-solving. For example, an at-large member asked, “How does mindset tie into problem-solving?” As they transition into a break after the discussion, a facilitator asked them to reflect on the good work they accomplished this morning. Again, no one responded.

**Phase 2: Getting concrete with school-based testing**

The next day, in Phase 2, Session 1, the DIDT members introduced the new SIDT members to the design process in which they engaged and the innovation and definition of SOAR. The tone was largely positive as they focused on a broad introduction to their work. In Session 2, which occurred a month later, SIDT members began the in-depth work of designing the practices they would test in their schools. In contrast to the decision around problem-solving or goal-setting, which left design team members unsure and frustrated, one of the first activities of this session had high engagement, and also emphasized the point that members were the most engaged when they were working within particular contexts and concrete practices.

At this point in the process, there was a clear emphasis on teaching about growth and fixed mindsets. Using a lesson plan and materials built from prior growth mindset interventions, members were assigned to cross-school groups to review the materials and provide feedback on the lesson materials. That members enjoyed this focused review of a lesson plan was clear. Engagement was extremely high; all members participated throughout the 90 minutes during which they reviewed the lesson, with minimal off-topic conversations. In all four groups, all
members contributed ideas or questions. Nearly all comments were constructive, as members critically reflected on the materials. At the end of the activity, one member said, “there is potential for awesomeness.” A member from Cervantes noted the collaboration and said, “I wished we could always plan lessons this way.” The suggestions for improvement included: discussions around whether the assigned reading was at the appropriate reading level for high school students, whether a video may be more useful for engaging students, how to make use of the anticipation guide, whether the time estimates were realistic to complete the lesson over two periods, and how to incorporate instructional strategies that were common in the district. These suggestions demonstrate how members were engaged around very concrete aspects of an innovation that would be introduced to students.

At the same time, the activity also surfaced misunderstandings about mindsets. For example, while one group was discussing the anticipation guide that has statements oriented around a fixed mindset, a Cervantes member said the statement about “affirmations/praise” should be clarified. A Walker member replied, “I think this means that you shouldn’t praise what they are, i.e., ‘you’re pretty,’ and should say ‘good job’ instead.” Another Cervantes member added, “I think ‘fixed number of connections’ is confusing, are they talking about physical connections or connections you can make on your own?” The confusion about whether they were teaching students about mindsets or about how the brain worked also came out through the most negative comments of the activity from any group. One member from Walker pushed back on the idea that they were trying to have more students adopt a growth mindset, calling it “indoctrination.” This member further clarified, “I think students ought to be presented with facts regarding both [growth and fixed mindset] and then make an informed decision about which to adopt.”
Despite some ambiguity around their understanding of growth mindset and how the brain works, the productivity and engagement of this design moment stands in contrast to an activity the following day focused on the other core component, problem-solving. In this activity, a facilitator and a researcher shared different research-based frameworks for problem-solving that included making a distinction between well-structured and ill-structured problems. This activity was designed to build a common understanding of problem-solving and the types of problem-solving they want to encourage through the SOAR initiative, but it was not focused on concrete activities they would do with students. Engagement was low for most of this activity, with only a few members asking or answering questions. At one point, three members headed to a back table for a side conversation. The lack of clarity about the discussion’s relationship to the emerging innovation, was apparent when, after about 20 minutes of discussing the difference between well-structured and ill-structured problems, a member from Walker asked, “why are we talking about this?” The facilitator responded, “because we need to expand our research base for problem-solving.” By the end of the discussion, most members were disengaged and not paying attention. This conceptual discussion of problem-solving was followed in a later session by a more concrete discussion of a problem-solving lesson plan. However, it took place in a webinar format, which limited members’ ability to engage collectively.

By the second half of Phase 2, teams had tested the growth mindset and problem-solving lessons in their classrooms and they were revised based on evidence collected during those tests. With lessons for each of the two core components, the design work shifted to how the SIDTs would implement the lessons as a coherent innovation in their school. In Session 8, SIDTs were given time to develop an implementation plan for their school and then asked to identify a specific part of that plan to test now.
As the SIDTs focused more on their school context, differences began to emerge in what the design emphasized between schools. For example, the Wheatley team began by identifying the supports they could draw upon for implementation. One member said, “we need to consider the system’s constraints regarding implementation” and another asked “to what degree are school assemblies or other school meetings set in stone for the year?” With the logistical challenges in mind, Wheatley outlined a plan to spend the second day of school with each teacher teaching the same lesson on growth mindset, that was divided up into seven segments. Each component would be delivered in a different period. By the end of the day, students would have participated in the complete lesson across all their classes. SIDT members were concerned about how teachers would respond to this plan, with one member saying that teachers could think “I’m only teaching one thing, but I’m just teaching parts of it at a time.” This plan also integrated an existing school-wide literacy practice into the growth mindset lessons to align SOAR with other school priorities. The SIDT chose the second day of school because, “day 1 is critical for teachers to set the tone for their classroom…day 2 is more acceptable to tell teachers what they need to do.” This day 2 activity was accompanied by a plan to devote nearly a full day of professional development for their faculty, introduce problem-solving at the six-week mark, and provide ongoing support for growth mindset and problem-solving practices throughout the year. Throughout this discussion, all SIDT members were engaged and focused on turning the abstract ideas of growth mindset into implementable practices and considered how teachers would respond to these practices. They decided to test out an idea for a behavioral reflection sheet intended to give students who are misbehaving a chance to think about and reframe their behavior instead of referring them to the office.
Cervantes began with all members participating in a brainstorming practice, until one member said, “we’re getting lots of good ideas; we need to distinguish which practices we think we will implement this year versus next year or in the future.” The discussion then focused on additional piloting of growth mindset and problem-solving practices this year. Specifically, they focused on identifying other teachers who could be “early adopters” to pilot the lessons they had previously piloted as a way to engage additional faculty, as well as testing whether a peer editing process helps to build growth mindset. Similar to Wheatley, the SIDT was positive, with most members engaged throughout the discussion.

The Walker SIDT encountered more difficulty in coming to agreement on their specific implementation plan. One idea that emerged was similar to Wheatley’s, with the content they wanted students to get being divided among different teachers and delivered on the first two days of school. A key difference was that teachers would be delivering the same lesson to each new group of students throughout the day, with teacher assignments based on their content area. For example, science teachers would provide the mindset lesson, math teachers would provide a lesson on problem-solving, and English teachers would focus on goal-setting. This was first proposed after a science teacher noted, “All the biology teachers teach how the brain works. So the first lesson on growth mindset could be done there.” Yet, other SIDT members were not happy with this decision, with one saying, “It might feel like we are dumping this on everybody and [teachers will] think that it will go away.” Another member said, “I don’t see how this is going to work in my department [English/language arts].” As they discussed potential pushback with implementation, one member asked about the challenge of teacher and administrator support, “Is it the fear of not being able to get the faculty and administrators to buy in?” Ultimately, the group discussion fragmented into three separate conversations and they did not
decide on a specific practice to test before the next session. The challenges in Walker of coming to agreement on their implementation plan was also evident in how their plan changed just a week later after sharing their progress with the principal, which introduced a goal-setting template in a homeroom class and moved away from the SIDT’s work around growth mindset and problem-solving.

In Session 9, SIDTs shared with the network the results from the practices they had tested. A member from Wheatley shared the positive response they had from students on the behavioral reflection form. In their school-based discussion following this network sharing, the SIDT began discussing how to incorporate it into the innovation. A member whose role was not exclusively classroom teaching expressed major reservations about this form being used more extensively in the school, which led to a tense discussion between two members. The fieldnote log noted, “Discussion is entirely between [two members]; feels a little tense; other participants are remaining very silent.” After an at-large member intervened by saying “I don’t want to lose sight of the fact that this form is just a way to help teachers be effective in implementing the bigger innovation of problem-solving or SOAR; the form isn’t the end-all,” the two members agreed to table their disagreement and plan other components. All members engaged again as they fleshed out details of the innovation around problem-solving, with one member saying, “we want to make sure that we convey that the problem-solving skills are transferable across subject areas.” As they continued planning, the fieldnote log stated, “Emphasis on creating a common language around SOAR, growth mindset, and problem-solving; most of the discussion seems to be revisiting things they have already worked out.” By the end of the discussion, they had a fairly detailed implementation plan for the following year.
Cervantes had shared the results of engaging more teachers in piloting the growth mindset lessons and a testing a peer editing process, but began their school-based planning session by noting the importance of reflection. One member, who taught in the AVID program, suggested a process similar to what is used in AVID. She said they could “look at progress report grades and make a reflection and then reflect again when grades come out. Compare the two reflections.” Other members agreed, and they developed a plan of weekly advisories to engage in this reflection and teach about growth mindset and problem-solving. The written implementation plan they produced noted that problem-solving will involve both the advisory (to talk about “life problems”) and academic classes (to talk about “academic real world problems”). The SIDT quickly agreed on the major components of the innovation for students (i.e., the topics of the weekly advisory discussions). Most of their discussion focused on how to resolve the challenge of providing enough professional development for teachers. One member worried, “If we don’t teach it explicitly, it’s going to end up being [poor quality]... There is already too much put into department meetings, so that is not a good place.” At the advice of a central office member, they decide on “a half-day waiver day and a half-day on a day on the Friday before in-service starts,” as well as ongoing supports in schoolwide faculty meetings.

In contrast to Wheatley and Cervantes, who ended the session with a concrete implementation plan, Walker again had difficulty coming to agreement. After some discussion of the goal-setting template they had developed with their principal, one member introduced a new approach:

Twelve, 10-15 minute lessons that teachers do every 3 weeks. Consistent teaching about growth mindsets and problem solving in homeroom. Maybe watch a video and have a discussion. If each of us come up with a lesson, then we aren’t coming up with everything.
Another member agreed, saying, “The team will break growth mindsets and problem solving into twelve chunks, six chunks for each maybe, we’ll work on it.” Yet, the disagreement in the group was evident as another member brought up the plan from Session 8 of “introducing the lessons not on the first day of school, but maybe the second or third day. Teachers would be interested in doing it as long as they don’t have to plan the lessons.” Other members went back to fleshing out details of the goal-setting sheet. When asked how they will support teachers in implementing the lessons, the response was that they “would like to make their lessons a series of videos or Powerpoints that would require teachers to only press play.”

Comparing the final implementation plans across the three schools, they all included a design emphasis on growth mindset and problem-solving, but they achieved this in quite different ways. Wheatley had plans to give detailed lesson plans for all teachers in all periods of the second day of school, in addition to introducing problem-solving later in the year, and the use of a behavioral reflection form to build students’ mindsets and problem-solving abilities. Cervantes had a plan of a weekly advisory time to reflect on grades and deliver lessons around growth mindset and problem-solving. Walker’s plans were less developed, and included more of a focus on goal-setting. Notably, while the schools had plans to teach lessons about growth mindset and problem-solving, none of the plans made direct use of the lessons the DIDT/SIDT had previously discussed and piloted, as the SIDTs planned to break them up into smaller units.

**Cross-cutting themes**

Looking across the design process, three overall themes emerged. We refer to these themes as the tensions around concreteness, complexity, and collaboration. We also saw differences between schools in their ability to productively resolve these tensions.

**Concreteness, complexity, and collaboration.** The tension between concreteness,
complexity, and collaboration played out in several ways. First, members were most engaged when the design work focused on concrete practices they considered feasible in their particular context. This was evident in the differential engagement between groups reviewing potential innovation ideas that various groups deemed feasible/infeasible in their district context, as well as the differences in engagement between the growth mindset and problem-solving discussions. It was also evident in the high engagement when the SIDTs were focused on developing their school implementation plans. In short, engagement was high when members were focused on concrete practices they could see implementing with students the next day (or a pre-identified date). Engagement was lower when the conversation focused on more abstract ideas or on practices they considered unaligned with their current context.

The need for concreteness was important as reform designs do need to provide sufficient specificity to guide action. But in the context of a network-based approach to improvement, it also created challenges. That each school, even within the same district, faced a different context highlights the tension with collaborative, network-based design as the school-focused nature of those discussions pulled them away from practices developed by the larger group. For example, despite the very positive experience reviewing and then piloting the growth mindset lesson that was meant to be common across schools, the lessons themselves were not included in implementation plans as written. The lessons developed by the facilitators provided much needed concreteness to their work that was welcomed by participants. Yet SIDTs still needed to adapt them to their specific school context, such as how much time (and over how many days) they had to deliver the lessons.

A second way in which this tension appeared was in developing a sense of ownership and commitment in the collaborative design process by all members while also trying to make
concrete decisions. The successes in engaging DIDT/SIDT members in ways that built commitment often also appeared to limit their ability to adequately achieve other design needs—such as the appropriate level of concreteness. This was evident in Phase 1 when members attempted to use a consensus process to move from brainstorming to decisions about the innovation. As a group, they agreed with the decisions, but also were concerned that their decisions were not concrete enough for teachers to implement. In Phase 2 when SIDTs were developing specific implementation plans for their schools, members made concrete decisions in ways that led the schools to diverge from each other. DIDT members saw the need for a common design emphasis, yet struggled with how to give SIDTs ownership over their school’s design without mandating certain practices. The response was to keep the design at a more abstract, less concrete level to continue to foster authentic engagement in the collaborative process.

Finally, the underlying complexity of the innovation ideas further created challenges in sustaining the collaborative design process. The focused discussions on growth mindset and problem-solving revealed that not everyone had a deep understanding of these ideas. Further, discussions of the ideas without a focus on the concrete ways they would introduce them to students led to disengagement, as was evident in the activity designed to build a common understanding of problem-solving. The need for concreteness also limited their ability to discuss more abstract ideas such as how complex ideas fit together to have a cohesive whole. This tension of concreteness and complexity arose most clearly when the DIDT had the contentious discussion and majority vote at the end of Phase 1 to drop goal-setting and self-monitoring to focus on growth mindset and problem-solving. At this point, the ideas outlined in the innovation were still at an abstract level and members felt pressure to present a feasible innovation to SIDT members without overwhelming them. Members’ desire for concrete practices focused their
attention on the specific implementation supports they had available (i.e., 30 minutes every six weeks) and how they would fill this time. Reducing the number of ideas on which to focus, rather than focusing on the inherent complexity of their ideas, thus made sense.

**Role of existing school context and capacity.** A networked-based approach to improvement needs to contend with collaboration both across and within schools. In addition to the challenges of maintaining network wide collaboration and consensus as described above, we also saw patterns in each school’s ability to resolve these dilemmas within the specific context of their school. Without having to manage differences in context across schools, in some ways the task of resolving concreteness, complexity, and consensus was simpler. Yet we also saw how individual member contexts, such as subject area or assignment, shaped reactions to the emerging innovation. This was evident in the tense disagreement in Wheatley around the behavioral reflection form and subject-area disagreements in Walker.

Further, the ability of schools to develop concrete practices for implementation in a collaborative process was greatly related to pre-existing conditions in each school, such as prior experience with teacher-led initiatives and a strong culture of trust and support. These pre-existing conditions facilitated or impeded the school members in moving from the abstract to the concrete while negotiating with each other to reach consensus. At Wheatley, the SIDT members were part of a school-wide teacher-led initiative prior to the innovation. Many of them had leadership roles in the initial process of gathering information for implementation and subsequent support. At Cervantes, there was an established culture of trust and support among the faculty and administration, particularly those on the SIDT. During both phases, the school administration had been very supportive of the SIDT’s work. In contrast, there was a lack of prior experience and a limited culture of trust and support at Walker. Additionally, there was also
no clear leader on the Walker team. The individual who often tried to assume that role, while technically capable, had a position in the school that led others to discount their perspective. As a result, there was often a lack of consensus from the Walker team and it was difficult for them to agree on a plan of action and develop concrete practices. At the end of Phase 2, one SIDT member from Walker disagreed so strongly that they removed themselves from the discussion.

In contrast, Wheatley’s SIDT had a professional development plan and outlined roles for how they would support each other during the lesson development. They had also finalized their plan to incorporate their literacy technique with growth mindset to begin the next school year. At Cervantes, the SIDT members had gathered feedback from their faculty about what they thought their students needed to have ownership and responsibility of their learning and incorporated the feedback when they created a sequence of lessons for each content area. With the support of the administration, they were able to secure time and resources for the faculty to come to a retreat to develop the lessons as a group before school started.

**Conclusion and discussion**

This case study of a collaborative design process in a research-practice partnership illustrates the complexities of the co-construction of an innovation between researchers, practitioners, and other stakeholders and highlights the need for a delicate balance between specificity of the design and collaboration. We showed how a collaborative process fostered high engagement as researchers and practitioners co-constructed the innovation, and how the team struggled to define the core strategies in sufficient detail to allow for implementation planning in a way that maintained the co-constructed design. There appeared to be a tension between achieving the necessary concreteness or specificity in the innovation design that would be implemented across contexts and a process that valued local ownership, collaboration and
consensus. This tension is an enduring dilemma for organizations and leaders in their quest to establish an innovative environment where there is room for independent thinking as well as supports for negotiations to challenge established norms and practices that can set guidelines and practices to achieve specific goals (Cohen-Vogel et al. 2018; Rosing, Frese, and Bausch 2011). Without specificity in the language and implementation supports necessary for the innovation, members could reach consensus, but this resulted in agreement on vague statements that lacked the appropriate concreteness needed for implementation. While exploring the subsequent implementation of the innovation is beyond the scope of this paper, prior research would suggest that this abstraction in the innovation’s core design emphasis will create challenges for implementation (Shiffman et al. 2008). With less concrete and more abstract guidance for implementers, both teachers and administrators are likely to struggle to understand what is expected of them and thus little change in actual practice (Rowan et al. 2009; Sanders 2014). Despite adopting this approach to build buy-in, the result may lessen buy-in as implementers experience frustration (Nunnery et al. 1997). Our findings suggest teachers want input into the process but do not want ambiguity about what they are doing. Developing an innovation design that allows local input and adaptation to context without burdening educators with even more demands is a delicate balance (Nunnery et al. 1997). Moreover, there appears to be a need for flexibility at different time periods to sometimes emphasize innovation and at other time to emphasize implementation (Rosing, Frese, and Bausch 2011).

Because the innovation remained at an abstract level, there was significant room for design team members to make their own sense of the innovation. When individuals are confronted with unfamiliar ideas, they engage in sensemaking to integrate new ideas with existing understandings, which in turn influences their willingness to implement and adhere to
programs with fidelity (Coburn 2006; Waterman 1992). With little to guide that sensemaking process, it is likely that members attached the ideas to their own various existing practices (Spillane, Reiser, and Reimer 2002). Changing practice in ways intended by a particular reform requires specificity in design to provide clear guidance of implementation at all levels (Desimone 2002; Supovitz 2008). Districts can play a key role in shaping the sensemaking process in schools by establishing clear expectations for enacting the reform and how the reform fits in a coherent organizational context (Sanders 2014; Supovitz 2008). Organizational learning across levels in a district can be embedded and supported when there are specific tools or routines that can serve to reify the knowledge gained, enact it in practice, and allow members to see the continuity and progression of the work (Knapp 2008; Louis 2008; Redding, Cannata, and Miller 2018; Stein and Coburn 2008).

Moreover, as in other reforms taken to scale, decisions made in regards to one design feature had implications for how the others were enacted (Shiffman et al. 2008). The process of deciding on the central features of the innovation (design emphasis) while maximizing collaboration and involvement of local stakeholders (innovation engagement) also contributed to the abstractness (complexity). Indeed, these findings reinforce the idea that design is not just about a discrete practice but is a puzzle that encompasses relationships with the schools and the infrastructure built to support the work (Cohen et al. 2013). This implies that successful design must proceed with implementation in mind. That innovation development cannot be separated from implementation concerns is recognized in the increased attention to partnership-based approaches to reform such as design-based implementation research and improvement science. For example, design-based implementation research is distinguished by its attention to both the reform design itself and to the process of implementation (Fishman et al. 2013). At the same
time, engaging in improvement science requires practitioners to adopt radically new ways of selecting and implementing reforms (Bryk et al. 2015). Practitioners not only need expertise in the technical aspects of the reform necessary for implementation, but also expertise in design and development, space for such work to take place, and latitude to fail in a safe environment.

Lewis (2015) describes this interconnection between the innovation and its implementation in context as recognizing that the knowledge required for success resides in both the people (i.e., local implementers) and the program (i.e., the innovation). Yet our finding that pre-existing school-level conditions appeared to strongly influence their capacity to engage in the co-design process raises concerns for engaging in this type of partnership work in contexts that may lack such expertise in designing and leading reform (Durlak and Dupre 2008). Partnership-based models of improvement, with their reliance on local expertise and engagement, must grapple with a critical paradox of school improvement: it takes capacity to build capacity (Cohen et al. 2013; Hatch 2002; Hatch and White 2002). Improvement efforts that intentionally build in substantial local adaptation require capacities such as time, expertise, and collaborative ability to engage in the development work that teachers may not have, particularly since improvement efforts are often focused on schools with limited existing capacity (Berends, Bodilly, and Kirby 2002; Datnow et al. 1998). Indeed, the realization of policy in practice depends on the fit between the capabilities of those that support implementation and the ambitions of the policy (Cohen, Moffitt, and Goldin 2007). Finding this balance between establishing concreteness and fostering collaboration and consensus while taking into account pre-existing local conditions is a key challenge in school improvement.
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### Table 1 – Descriptive Information on Innovation Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wheatley</th>
<th>Cervantes</th>
<th>Walker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enrollment</strong></td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
<td>700-1200</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student race/ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>40-60%</td>
<td>&gt;80%</td>
<td>&gt;80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>20-40%</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent economically disadvantaged</strong></td>
<td>40-60%</td>
<td>&gt;80%</td>
<td>&gt;80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recent reform history</strong></td>
<td>Teacher leadership team successfully designed and implemented a school-wide literacy initiative; New principal appointed at the start of Phase 2</td>
<td>School-wide literacy initiative was successfully implemented; New principal appointed at the start of Phase 1</td>
<td>Target of school turnaround efforts a few years prior to participating in this work; New principal appointed at the start of Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIDT representatives</strong></td>
<td>Two teachers selected by the principal who were members of the existing teacher leadership team</td>
<td>One teacher who was identified as a leader during the literacy initiative implementation; One teacher whose subject assignment was considered relevant for SOAR; both selected by principal</td>
<td>One non-classroom teacher selected by principal to minimize instructional disruption; two classroom teachers selected by principal at facilitator encouragement to appoint additional personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIDT composition</strong></td>
<td>Six teachers, most of whom were members of the existing teacher leadership team and one assistant principal; recruited by DIDT representatives</td>
<td>Six teachers recruited by DIDT representatives because of perceived interest as early adopters</td>
<td>Eight department chairs selected by principal due to their role on school leadership team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: District administrative data, 2012-2013 school year.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Attitudes and engagement                                               | • Attendance  
• Attitudes  
• Engagement |
| Delivery of Learning for Design and Implementation                       | • Learning about design challenge  
• Learning about design process  
• Learning about implementation and scale  
• Learning about continuous improvement* |
| Participant Understanding of Design and Implementation                  | • Understanding of design challenge  
• Understanding of design process  
• Understanding of implementation and scale  
• Understanding of continuous improvement* |
| Design Process                                                          | • Collaborative  
• Openness to new ideas  
• Needs-centered  
• Grounded in design challenge  
• Alignment with existing system components  
• Iterating on the design*  
• Piloting and PDSA* |
| Design Concept Itself                                                   | • Incorporation of design challenge core elements  
• Participants’ perceptions of developed innovation |
| Understanding the Process                                               | • Centrality of the capacity building framework  
• Emphasis of the DIDT as a district-wide structure  
• Integration of research team  
• Focus on relationship building with schools  
• Points of significant concern  
• Significant decision points |

*These elements were added in Phase 2.